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The Pokemon Leaf Green - Randomizer ROM game features tons of interesting features such as having 1000 Bonus Poke Balls, an infinite amount of Poke Balls and very few Pokemon species. The pokemon that are randomly available in this game are usually a mix of all Pokemon species that you could find in the whole world with very few changes. To accommodate this, the trainer is left with the job to catch and handle the wild Pokemon without harming them until they are caught by the gym leaders This Pokemon Leaf Green - Randomizer ROM game by its own is not a difficult Pokemon game but if you can avoid multiple scenarios, it becomes a lot easier. The reason
for this is that every Pokemon has different weakness and strength to a specific move, thus making every battle different from the previous one. Knowing your Pokemon moves and move sets is crucial for the trainer to compete with other trainers. For the gym leaders, it is imperative to know this because they catch Pokemon randomly. Knowing the basic Pokemon moves is just the first step, it is imperative that you learn which move set each Pokemon moves fit into so you can correctly counter your opponents moves. Even some moves to counter a move is not enough. Also avoid trainers with the same type advantage because you would not want to lose. You have not
encountered a random Pokemon yet but that doesnt mean you cant! At least you have encountered one of the non-random wild Pokemon already. So you have an advantage of knowing how the wild Pokemon looks like. Aside from that, you have an advantage of knowing the type of Pokemon that you can encounter. Some examples of trainers with different types are; Giratina, Heatran, Cresselia and also missy, mew and zigzag, so every trainer with a different type level up bonus. Aside from that, some of them also has an ability called boost which means you have an ability to reroll your moves or special attacks and if you land on a Pokemon with same ability as yours,

you will get double points. So knowing these trainers with different type would help a lot for you to catch the wild Pokemon in the game.
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When you visit a Pokemon Center, you are not allowed to go inside a Pokemon Center until you have made a password with a Pokemon Trainer who is currently in the same building. When you go inside the Pokemon Center, you will see the Staff on the counter and they are not named. So once you enter a Pokemon Center,
you can just choose any password you like and you can enter to get some Pokemon, you can also choose which Pokemon you want to be traded for. The other thing you want to know about this game is that this game has no Pokemon Transfer Station so you cant just go to the Pokemon Center and trade your Pokemon. No
this game isnt about trading. So you cant just go to a Pokemon Center, go in with some Pokemon, catch a wild Pokemon and take it back to the Pokemon Center. Instead you have to visit the Gym Leaders and battle them to get Gym Badges, from here you can trade your Pokemon to get some more Pokemon. If you dont

have any Pokemon, you can visit the Old Ladies in Pallet Town and get some Pokemon as well. All Pokemon in this game are 4 types, there are some weak to Normal and some to Fire, Water, Earth. But there are some that are weak against Normal, Grass and Water which makes it easier for the player to catch them. From
the Pokemon Center, you can also transfer Pokemon to other Pokemon Centers. At the Pokemon Centers, you can also trade your Pokemon with other Pokemon Trainers in the same building as long as you have made a password with them. After the 2nd gym battle, the game turns into 3rd gym battle and all the old ladies

have caught all the Pokemon of wild Pokemon in each town except Viridian City (although Viridian Gym leader caught them there as well), so you only need to go to the Gym Leader in those towns to capture them. If not, you can go to the Old Lady and get some Pokemon as well. 5ec8ef588b
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